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 Human Impact of Dengue

• About 380 million cases per year, majority of which are asymptomatic

• Symptomatic infections have a wide spectrum of outcomes,
from relatively mild, through severe, to life-threatening
 dengue shock syndrome, dengue haemorrhagic fever (DHF) 

• Untreated, DHF death rate can be 20%+,  but less if patient
receives appropriate care

• Four immunologically distinct serotypes of infection

can get infected four times

• Immunological interaction between serotypes:
antibody-dependent enhancement (ADE)

• Multiple serotype/ADE issues limit effectiveness/utility of vaccine

• No antiviral drugs Image credits: New 
York Times, unknown



Transmission of Dengue

• Primary transmission cycle is back and forth between humans 
 and mosquitoes: two-step transmission cycle

very limited vertical transmission, Zika has some 

horizontal transmission

• Female mosquitoes need blood to produce eggs

• Once infected, a mosquito remains infectious until it dies

• Principal vector: Aedes aegypti 

(yellow fever mosquito; also transmits Zika and chikungunya)

• Secondary vector: Aedes albopictus
(less effective, although mutations to virus can change this)

• Day-biting mosquitoes, highly associated 
with humans: lay eggs in human-associated 
water containers, blocked gutters, ...
  

• Primary means to control dengue is by 
controlling the mosquito



Simple and Complex Models

realism

analytical power

level of detail

Simple models 

no structure
well-mixed

deterministic

Intermediate 
complexity

spatial structure
preferential biting

stochasticity
…

Detailed,
biology-rich models of
mosquito population,

human population
and

their interaction

Is a given result robust across frameworks?     If not, why not?

As we shall see, there is a great detail of complexity in the biology of the mosquito, the 
natural history infection and the interaction between mosquitoes and people 

Theme underlying our research: what level of complexity is appropriate for modeling 
various aspects of the population and disease system?



History: The Ross Model

•  Developed for malaria, but framework widely used as 
a first pass description for other vector-borne infections

•  Very simple model (just two equations)

•  Asymmetry in the transmission term: 

the rate at which mosquitoes bite humans is 
proportional to the number of mosquitoes but 
independent of the number of people

(idea is that mosquitoes only need a certain number of blood meals, so as 
long as there are sufficiently many humans around…)

•  Very simple behavior: infection can invade and persist if the basic reproduction number   
(R0) is greater than one

•  Basic reproduction number is the average number of secondary infections that result if a 
single infectious individual is introduced into an entirely susceptible population



Basic Reproduction Number

Accounting for the two-stage transmission cycle, the overall reproduction number (the type 
reproduction number) is the product of 

the number of hosts (people) infected by an infected vector (mosquito) : KVH 
and the number of vectors infected by an infected host : KHV

KVH is the product of : the rate at which a mosquito bites (k) 
    the per-bite transmission probability from mosquito to person (p)

and                       the average mosquito lifespan ( L = 1/d )

KHV is the product of :  the rate at which mosquitoes bite the focal person ( kV/H ) 
[product of the total biting rate and the probability that a given bite is on our person]

                       the per-bite transmission probability from person to mosquito (q)
and                        the average duration of human infection ( DH = 1/x )

In the deterministic model: invasion (and persistence) is guaranteed when R0 > 1 , and

is identical if infection is introduced by a person or a mosquito

Note: k2 and V/H



The Ross Model

• Ross model assumes constant numbers of mosquitoes and humans
when an infected mosquito dies, a new susceptible mosquito is born

• Ignores human immunity
easy to incorporate (replace SIS in human by SIR)

Infectious humans, Y

Infectious mosquitoes, I



Invasion in the Deterministic Model

KHV = 2

R0 = 6

KVH = 3

Everyone gives rise to 
exactly the average number 
of secondary infections

R0 > 1 guarantees invasion



Variability (Stochasticity) in Transmission

Same average numbers of 
secondary infections, but 
variation in numbers that 
actually happen...

Possibility that transmission 
chain can be interrupted:      
   extinction 
unsuccessful invasion

In reality: number of secondary infections varies from individual to individual
(e.g. infectious person might recover before being bitten by a susceptible mosquito)

When do we care about stochasticity?

When considering invasion of infection (e.g. will an imported case of dengue/Zika lead to 
an outbreak?)

When considering evolution of the virus (e.g switch from aegypti to albopictus)



Stochastic Model and Invasion Probabilities

Stochastic model: Markov process model that reinterprets the rates of deterministic model 
as transition rates (probabilities) describing discrete transitions

Neither invasion nor persistence are guaranteed when R0 > 1

Use branching process formulation to describe (approximate) invasion process
corresponds to assuming no. of susceptible hosts ≈ H and no. of susceptible vectors ≈ V
equivalent to linearizing system about infection free equilibrium

Considers distributions of secondary infections from host to host and vector to vector
need to use two-type branching process

Extinction/invasion probabilities found by solving fixed point equations involving 
generating functions

(Bartlett 1964, Griffiths 1972, Ball 1983, Lloyd et al. 2007)



Stochasticity: Invasion Probabilities

If R0 (=KHVKVH) > 1, then major outbreak probabilities are :

following the introduction of a single infectious vector

 
following the introduction of a single infectious host

Asymmetry in invasion probability: If KHV  ≠  KVH, it matters whether an introduction occurs via 
host or vector, even though the overall R0 is the same 

Invasion is more likely if introduction occurs via the type with the higher K

Example: If KHV = 5,  KVH = 2, Probability of invasion following introduction of
single infectious vector is 0.6
single infectious host is 0.75          ... even though the overall R0 is 10 for both



All of the models to this point have assumed populations are:

well-mixed and homogeneous

- each mosquito is equally likely to bite any given person

- people are all equivalent, mosquitoes are all equivalent 

             
            



Big Question: How Important Are Heterogeneities?

Mosquito and human populations are highly structured and heterogeneous:

Mosquito population:

             

            spatial structure: 
containers and houses

Iquitos, Peru (Pictures from Amy Morrison 

              and Google Earth)

How much does this matter for the spread of dengue?



Big Question: How Important Are Heterogeneities?

Mosquito and human populations are highly structured and heterogeneous:

Human population:

             

    Humans have homes,

 move between locations

Family structure    

How much does this matter for the spread of dengue?



Time spent in a study house
(vertical)

Body surface area
(horizontal)

Dots : people

Red dots : people bitten by
   a mosquito 

Red dots (bites) are not 
uniformly distributed
across the population

Mosquito bites are not distributed uniformly across 
human population: highly heterogeneous



Big Question: How Important Are Heterogeneities?

Example: de Benedictis et al. (2003):

DNA profiling of blood meals in Ae. aegypti collected in 22 houses in Florida, PR

about 100 residents, field workers and visitors connected to the houses 

identified sources of 80% of the blood meals

Feeding non-random (P=2.4×10-17) with a bias towards young adults and males

Three people accounted for 56% of the meals

Impact of this high degree of heterogeneity in biting on transmission and control is 

clear to epidemiological modelers: potential for superspreading and the efficacy of 

targeted control rather than uniform/random control  



Exploring Heterogeneity: Multi-Type Model

Multi-type model: n types of hosts, m types of vectors

Types could represent:

differential biting on hosts 

(n >1 represents “attractiveness” of host-types to vectors, m = 1)

spatial locations (m = n )

... many others

Model:

Matrices of transmission 
parameters a and b

Preferential biting: params depict vectors’ preference for hosts of different attractivenesses

Spatial context: these parameters would reflect fractions of time spent by hosts in different 

locations  [note: movement is being modeled implicitly: Lagrangian formulation]



Analyses of Multi-Type Model. 1 :  R0

Standard next generation approach to find basic reproduction number R0

Found as dominant eigenvalue of “next generation” matrix 

(entries of matrix: # of secondary infections of type i  caused by an individual of type j )

Explicit form of R0 can be found for certain types of mixing

(e.g. when next generation matrix is rank one)

Preferential biting model, with fractions gi of bites on hosts of type i . 

          R0         =

 

      =

Here, heterogeneity inflates R0 compared to homogeneous setting

Infection invades more easily, but prevalence of infection is lower in population

Intuition: bites are concentrated on some subgroup, facilitating spread within that group 



Big Question: How Important Are Heterogeneities?

In general impact of heterogeneity (under separable transmission, with 2 coupled hets.) 

When heterogeneity in infectivity and susceptibility are perfectly correlated:

R0 is multiplied by 1 + CV2

High degree of heterogeneity means that CV2 is much larger than one and 
   that the naïve value of R0 (ignoring heterogeneity) can be a severe underestimate 

Increase in R0 due to heterogeneity facilitates disease invasion/persistence, 

but prevalence is lower than in homogeneous situation

When there are more than two coupled heterogeneities, things are much more 
complicated, with the potential for heterogeneity to have a non-monotonic impact on R0 

(see Lloyd et al., Math. Biosci. 2020: 321, 108294)



Analyses of Multi-Type Model. 2 : Invasion Probabilities

Multi-type branching process analysis gives invasion probabilities, starting from one infected 

type i  host or one infected type j vector

Ex.: two host, one vector model

Skip details and numerical results today, but this approach can also be used when 

considering evolution of the virus (e.g. shift in vector from aegypti to albopictus: soon-to-

appear manuscript by Praachi Das et al.)



Human Movement

 Dispersal of Aedes aegypti mosquitoes is rather limited... particularly compared to 

movement of people

 Dengue is moved around a city primarily by people

 To a good approximation, we ignore movement of mosquitoes and focus on human 

movement

 One approach that is commonly used: individual-based model...

computationally intensive and gives little insight

(will come back to mention results from these)

Stick with the more “mathematical” models

 Can adopt the Lagrangian approach outlined earlier (see Bichara et al. 2016/2018)

 Particularly for a stochastic model---which would consider discrete movement events,

I prefer an Eulerian approach in which we move individuals back and forth between 

patches



Human Movement

Within-patch model:                                                    SIR for people

SIS for mosquitoes, with 

constant population sizes, Vi

Add on terms that describe movement of people

Simplest model:

(memoryless)

More realistic model tracks where individuals came from so that they can be returned to 

home patch upon departure (complicates book-keeping: need to distinguish between 

residents and visitors and have (n -1) types of each visitor class)



Basic Reproduction Number

Use next generation matrix approach to calculate basic reproduction number for this model

Numbers of secondary infections caused by an individual in patch i  in patch j

See Bichara et al. for a general analysis, explicit expression for NGM

Explicit R0 formula possible in certain special cases, e.g. n  equal-sized, equivalent patches 

with all-to-all coupling (or nearest neighbor coupling) 

Result: When patches are equivalent, human movement does not impact R0

Is this result surprising? No: because patches are equivalent, our initial infective gives rise to 

secondary infections at the same rate regardless of where they are

Furthermore, deterministic model shows that outbreak size in a model without human 

demography does not depend on human movement (provided that there is some 

movement)     



Conflicting Results...

Our go-to analysis tool indicates that human movement doesn’t impact certain measures 

of disease spread

BUT... Existing simulation-based results from individual-based models clearly show that 

human movement impacts spread of infection (invasion probability, outbreak size)

          Similar results from Markov chain formulation of multi-patch model...



Conflicting Results...

Results from Markov chain formulation of multi-patch model

Human population of 20,000 arranged in different patch configurations:

5 patches of size 4000

through

4000 patches of size 5 [houses!]

Model remembers home patch

of visitors and returns them there

* Clearly see that spread of

infection depends on movement

when patch size is small

* When patch size is large, outbreak

size rapidly saturates with movement



Conflicting Results...

Results from Markov chain formulation of multi-patch model

Human population of 20,000 arranged in different patch configurations

Lower levels of movement

are needed for widespread

dissemination of infection if

returning individuals are sent

to a random patch



Conflicting Results...

Results from Markov chain formulation of multi-patch model

Human population of 20,000 arranged in different patch configurations

Transmission parameter

needed to establish an outbreak

(migration parameter held fixed)

depends on patch configuration

Transmission parameter



Understanding the Conflicting Results 

R0-type analyses (including branching process theory) neglect depletion of susceptibles in 

patches 

           they linearize transmission terms by setting susceptible number equal to patch size

For an infection like dengue, the home/household is the appropriate spatial unit on which 

mixing happens... 

small numbers of individuals at this scale

infectious individuals can burn out the susceptibles in their patch, with further     

  transmission only possible if infectives move to another patch

These dynamics are not captured by multi-patch deterministic models, even though we 

can set patches to be small

deterministic models don’t respect the discrete nature of individuals 

e.g. fractions of individuals can move between patches so infection is

guaranteed to reach all patches and then local dynamics takes over

branching process description doesn’t account for finite patch size



An Unfortunate Take-Home Message

Our go-to analytic tool (deterministic multi-patch models) is less useful than we might 

hope for understanding spatial transmission dynamics of dengue at the within-city level

Important to know this!

Need another analytic tool if we are to gain results beyond what can be obtained by 

expensive, mindless simulation of individual-based models

 



Households Model to Save the Day?

Need another analytic tool if we are to gain results beyond what can be obtained by 

expensive, mindless simulation of individual-based models

Promising avenue: households models

    Long history of use in the directly-transmitted disease world 

Frank Ball, Niels Becker, ... 

    Previously absent from vector-borne 

        disease literature

 

Formulated at the level of households,

looks at spread between households

   (within-household spread is an ingredient)

R0 at the household scale, often known as R*

Work in progress! Its success in the directly-transmitted literature suggests it should be a 

powerful tool 



Conclusions

Simple models can give important insights into behavior of mosquito-borne infections

Important to understand their limitations 

Heterogeneity and stochasticity have an important impact on transmission and hence on 

strategies to control infection

 

Extensions of simple models can give insight into impact of heterogeneities...

... but spatial scale of transmission can limit their utility for answering certain questions

Individual-based models have their place, but large-scale simulation is not desperately 

satisfying

Households model is a promising new analytic tool and should be able to provide new 

insights 



Control of Infection ... and a link to COVID-19

Lack of effective vaccine means that control of dengue relies on vector control: a non-

immunizing control that reduces transmission, so somewhat like a non-pharmaceutical 

intervention in the COVID-19 context

Use of vector control leads to an increase in the susceptibility of the human population... 

leaving it at risk of large outbreaks when control is ended

Hollingsworth et al. (2020) PLOS Comp. Bio. showed that non-immunizing controls aimed 

at endemic infections could have perverse outcomes, including increasing total number of 

cases that occur over some time frames: the “Divorce Effect”... being a stronger effect than 

the “honeymoon effect” described by Angela McLean a few decades ago

These results are highly significant for:

interpreting trials of non-immunizing controls of endemic infections 

predicting the dynamics of endemic infections in the COVID-19 and post C-19 
era

e.g. influenza



Control of Infection ... and a link to COVID-19
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